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In The Homecoming, the irreverent and provocative author Harold Pinter depicts with
extreme rawness the thousand and one paradoxes and tensions between a widowed
father who lives with two of his adult children and a brother. The arrival of the eldest
son, who appears to be the family success, and his wife unleashes a storm, provoked
by the suffocating and oppressive atmosphere caused by the jealousy and hatred the
members of the family clan feel towards each other.
Nothing like a family reunion to generate tensions in which the literality of what is said
and shown expresses as much as what can be inferred behind the glaze of their
evocations and insinuations. A hypnotic and seductive play with reality, neurosis and
symbolism in which affection and physical and psychological violence confront each
other, combine and dissolve in the reencounters, updates and realization of
differences that occur in this London home in 1964.
The British playwright and poet Harold Pinter is considered to be the foremost figure
of English drama in the second part of the twentieth century. He won numerous
awards, including the Nobel Prize of Literature in 2005.
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Inicio venta 15/11/2022

Prices A 36€ B 27€ C 20€ D 12€
Usual discounts apply
Until January 6, progressive discounts for all
shows scheduled at the Teatro Cervantes
except for Se suspende la función and 
Plátanos, cacahuetes y Lo que el viento se
llevó:
10% to 4 shows
15% to 5 shows
20% to 6 or more shows  
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